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This workshop will enable participants to plan for 
teaching that engages students in learning

By the end of this workshop participants 
will be able to:

1. Develop a lesson plan 
2. Select active learning methods pertinent to 

their discipline
3. Identify a disruptive behavior and formulate a 

response to such a behavior
4. Apply classroom assessment techniques
5. Collect mid semester feedback for their 

teaching



GA 101: Integrated course design helps you create 
significant learning experiences

Learning 
Objectives

Teaching &
Learning 
Activities

Assessment
And Feedback

Situational Factors

Course : nature, level, students, meetings

Expectations: department goals, accreditation

Learner Characteristics: prior knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
goals



GA 101 Plan for 1st day of class to gather information 
that will help you plan your lesson for day 2

Assess prior knowledge
– What relevant courses have they previously taken?

– Design a task or pre-test that assesses prior 
knowledge

Get to know your students
– Find out more about their background

– Motivations and expectations for taking your course

– Align instructor-student expectations



Teaching without a plan is like driving without a map



Effective lesson planning facilitates student learning

Objectives: overall desired outcomes

Warm-up: review, introduction, example 

Presentation/Practice/Application

Assessment: assess student learning, get feedback

Self-evaluation: your reflections

Backward 
design



An example of a lesson plan

Time Phase Objectives Teaching 
Method

Assessment Material
needed

Self-
evaluation

9-9.10 Warm-up Get to know 
participants

Ice-breaker
Pair work

9.10-
9.20

Presentation List and explain 
components of a 
lesson plan

Lecture Homework: 
Create a lesson 
plan

PowerPoint

9.20-
9.30

Presentation 
and 
Application

Identify active 
learning methods 
in your discipline

Lecture 
Pair-Share

PowerPoint

9.30-
9.45

Presentation
and 
Application

Identify 
non/disruptive 
behavior and 
formulate an 
appropriate 
response

Lecture 
Group work

PowerPoint 
and
handouts



Active Learning is not just about students being 
physically active

“The key to active learning is the learning 
activity taking place within the student’s brain 
rather than the observed behavior that is a 
means to that cognitive work.“ (Mayer, 2004)

What are some examples of 
active learning relevant to your 
discipline that you have 
successfully used as a teacher 
or experienced as a student? 



Active Learning encourages students 
engage in higher order thinking  

Participatory 
Lectures

• Break down the 
class

• Engage the 
entire class

Experiential 
Learning

• Problem-Based 
Learning

• Case Studies

• Simulations

• Role playing

• Games 

• Field Experience

Collaborative 
Learning

• Learning Pairs

• Group Learning

• Online groups

• Lab groups

• Study groups



Participatory Lecturing Incorporates 
Engaging Activities

Break the class down

• Learning dyads

• Analytic teams

• Student centered discussion 
groups

• Book clubs (also blog or 
threaded discussion)

• Stations with exhibits               
e. g., written and visual 
documents, and media

Engage the entire class

• Immediately do something 
dynamic 

• Ask students to brainstorm

• Pause during the lecture

• Offer examples

• Turn to your neighbor prompts

• Focused reading notes

• Text-based quotes

• Teach using visual representations

• Instructional technology               
e.g. voice thread, clickers, blogs, 
cell phones



A Classroom Management Activity



It is important to differentiate between Disruptive 
and Non-Disruptive student behavior

Non-Disruptive: sleeping, coming late

Effective Response: Don’t respond

(in class)

Disruptive: talking, noisy behavior

Effective Response: Be Assertive 

(not aggressive or passive)



Classroom Incivilities are often related 
to the quality of our teaching 

Low levels of student attentiveness and 
note-taking 

Low levels of instructor enthusiasm, 
organization, and clarity

The instructor is perceived as not caring 
about the students



Classroom Assessment Techniques (CATs) are activities 
that can be used to determine the quality of student 
learning in order to improve it.

WHY?
Mostly simple non-graded  in-class activities.

Provide feedback from students about their learning in a 
class session.

Determine the effectiveness of your teaching methods and 
reflect on your instructional approach.

Before During After

WHEN?



Classroom Assessment Techniques are activities that 
can be used to determine the quality of student 
learning.

CATs Top 10 Chart

1. Misconception/Preconception Check

2. Focused Listening

3. Muddiest Point

4. Minute Paper

5. Pro and Con Grid

6. Real World Application

7. Every Day Ethical Dilemmas 

8. Concept Maps

9. Problem Recognition Tasks

10. Student Generated test questions



Midsemester Feedback is an opportunity for students to provide 
input on the course, and for instructors to make informed revisions

Students’ Evaluation of Educational 
Quality (SEEQ)

Paper based or online

A measure of teaching effectiveness

Learning environment

Instructor’s enthusiasm and    
organization                   
Group and individual    
interaction 

Breadth of content 

Examinations and 
assignments

Student Assessment of Learning Gains

Online survey

It allows you to

Choose an existing instrument 
about a course similar to yours

Modify the set of questions for 
your own course

Organize the items by learning 
objectives

http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/Tools/MidsemesterFeedback
http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/Tools/MidsemesterFeedback
http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/Tools/MidsemesterFeedback
https://cbt.site.psu.edu/Protected/TestPilot/SEEQ/seeqdemo.tp3?USER_ID=test
https://cbt.site.psu.edu/Protected/TestPilot/SEEQ/seeqdemo.tp3?USER_ID=test
http://www.salgsite.org/


This is an example of an open-
ended midterm feedback form 
especially suitable for smaller 
classes.

Midsemester Feedback is an opportunity for students to provide 
input on the course, and for instructors to make informed revisions

http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/pdf/Indiv_Written_Feedback_Form.pdf


An application CAT for this workshop

Please, identify and explain 1 idea 
that you will try to implement when 
you will design your next course.



Typical instructors’ concerns relevant to active learning methods

Students are not used to this 
Communicate your method and intentions

It will take too much time
Punctuate your lecture, make handouts with blanks
e.g. “explain”, “prove”, “justify”

I’ll lose control
Students may get more involved and interact about the content 
of your lecture

Students can’t think critically
Practice and feedback are essential 

Team-and Group work is always problematic
Require interdependence, accountability, peer- and self-
assessment, performance standards

Navigating the Bumpy Road to Student-Centered Instruction (Felder, R. & Brent, R., 1996)


